Hi,

Since Tiki 15x (so since Bootstrap) tracker field type Multisect with the parameter 'Input type: List box':

- displays an unusually tiny box
- uses a very small font to display the text in the box
- only displays one row of options (no options to choose how many rows to display)

Here is a pic of what it looks like:

This renders the multisect field unusable in 'List box' format (or very difficult to work with in the best case scenario).
Has anyone experienced this?

Thanks,
Mike

UPDATE, Oct. 16, 2018 / 19:12
I created a Show Instance with two examples (on Home Page, login/pass: admin / admin54321)

- the top example contains simply Smarty code in the Wiki page template
- the second example is Smarty inside a Fancy Table on teh Wiki page template

So it looks like the problem only occurs in the second instance.
Any way for Multiselect to show properly in a Fancy Table via a wiki page template?
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